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QUESTION 1

When you are editing a monitoring profile for the first time, you notice that the default detection rate is zero and the
Update Metric Families check box is selected. How does this affect how the Data Aggregator monitors device
reconfiguration? 

A. Device configuration will be set to false. 

B. Device configuration changes will be ignored. 

C. Device configuration changes will be immediately updated upon detection. 

D. Device reconfiguration will be checked when changes to the metric family occur. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

When you configure product data sources for CA Performance Center, which factor do you need to consider? 

A. Only one data source product can be attached to a single CA Performance Center instance. 

B. The parameters and definitions of registered data sources are not shared with any other registered data sources. 

C. Each specific data source product must be registered with CA Performance Center before any configuration is
attempted. 

D. Each specific data source product must accept and utilize exactly the same set of rights and permissions as all other
data source products. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

CA Performance Center can be uninstalled: 

A. by using the Uninstall_PerformanceCenter program. 

B. only if you first uninstall the Event Manager and then run sudo apt-get remove. 

C. by using the Installation Wizard only,which will also uninstall MySQL data and temporary directories by default. 

D. by first uninstalling the Data Aggregator and then following the prompts that will enable you to select the database
and UI-related components to remove. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4



Which non-Data Aggregator data source is tenant aware? 

A. CAeHealth 

B. CA Spectrum 

C. CA Network Flow Analysis 

D. CA Application Performance Management (CA APM) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Default Space items that are visible to all tenants include: (Choose three) 

A. Users 

B. Collections 

C. Metric families 

D. Monitoring profiles 

E. Vendor certifications 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 6

As the Global Administrator, you need to create a limited, non-administrative account for a particular data source. To
perform this task, which sequence should you follow? 

1.

 Register the data source. 

2.

 Begin the creation of the user account. 

3.

 Assign the appropriate product privilege to the data source. 

4.

 Assign a role based on CA Performance Management requirements. 

A. 1,2,3,4 

B. 1,3,2,4 



C. 2,3,1,4 

D. 4,2,3,1 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

When you are uninstalling the CA Performance Management components, which guidelines should you follow? (Choose
two) 

A. Uninstall the Data Collectors before you uninstall the Data Aggregator. 

B. Uninstall the Data Aggregator before you uninstall the Data Repository. 

C. Back up the Data Repository before you uninstall it,in case you want to use it at a later time. 

D. When uninstalling the Data Repository,if the database is running in a cluster,launch adminTools from any node in the
cluster. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 8

In which circumstances is it particularly appropriate to use the multi-tenancy features of CA Performance Management?
(Choose two) 

A. To administer several customer environments from a single instance of CA Performance Center 

B. To make it easier to configure CA Performance Center and its data sources for multiple languages 

C. To segregate device monitoring in large business units,departments,or regional offices from each other 

D. To have CA Performance Center reconcile the identity of a single managed item that is monitored by multiple data
sources into a single item in the inventory 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

In CA Performance Center, groups are organized in the Groups Tree. Which features characterize the Groups Tree?
(Choose two) 

A. Its root level is called the Root Group node. 

B. It is used when an administrator manages groups. 

C. It includes the Defined Tenants sub-tree for groups in a tenant space. 

D. It includes a sub-node in the Defined Tenants sub-tree for Default Space groups. 



Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 10

Sue White logs into CA Performance Center as the Global Administrator. When Sue uses the Admin menu to administer
a tenant: 

A. she is granted a tenant user perspective. 

B. she will be able to view all tenant spaces. 

C. she will only be able to view Default Space items. 

D. she is granted a tenant administrator perspective. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

When you are determining multi-tenancy requirements, which factors do you need to consider? (Choose three) 

A. Roles and users 

B. Collection model 

C. Metric family support 

D. Vendor certification priority 

E. Inventory discovery and monitoring behavior 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 12

When you are planning Data Repository backups, which factor should you consider? 

A. Best practice is to perform backups on a daily basis. 

B. Backups can introduce the risk of a simultaneous failure in Vertica. 

C. The database backup should be viewed as a best practice and not a requirement. 

D. The backup interval depends on the data loss tolerance of the enterprise customer. 

Correct Answer: D 
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